1. Introduction and summary. Let Xt be a separable, continuous (in law), decomposable process on a finite time interval £= [ti, h] , that is, the increments Xi,,t) = Xt -X, over disjoint intervals in £ are independent random variables and X[tlit) is continuous in law, hence almost surely (a.s.): Xt-^X, a.s. as t->s for each sE T. For such process the famous Raikov theorem states that if EX[tut)=0 for each /, then X[tl,tt) is distributed 31(0, a2) if, and only if» 2^1^ Xnt-^a2 in probability as m-> », where X"k = Xltn,i_l,tnt) and 2Dn,*-i, t"k) = T are partitions, <Pn(T), of £ with maxt (tnk -tn,k-i)->0. Paul
Levy then obtained for the Brownian motion process that, if the partitions {(Pn(£)} are a sequence ordered by refinement with max(/"A -tn,k-i) ->0, then in fact ^Xlr^a2 a.s., the variance of X[tl¡t¡). The Brownian motion assumption is easily replaced by the assumption that the process is continuous and the increments are normally distributed and centered at expectations. Recently M. Loève [2] considered the problem for more general functions of the increments, giXnk), than X"t. His results concern the general double sequences of independent, uniformly asymptotically negligible random variables of the modern central limit problem. When applied to processes, these results generalize the Raikov theorem to yield convergence in law of ^g(X"t) when g is a continuous function having a second derivative at the origin with g(0)=0. The second derivative assumption can be weakened, but then centering constants have to be introduced to obtain convergence.
Finally Rubin and Tucker [3] generalized the Paul Levy theorem (for squared increments),
showing that a.s. convergence held for separable, decomposable processes with stationary increments provided one took partitions with equal increments and the number of elements, k", in the Mth partition went to infinity very rapidly, namely 2(l/&n)1/3< °°. We will first drop the stationary increments assumption and show that the sum of squared increments converges a.s. along the sequence {(?"(£)}, thus improving the result of Rubin and Tucker. Then we will show that the result extends to continuous functions, g, of the increments having second derivatives at the origin, paralleling the extension of Raikov's theorem by Loève. 2. Some lemmas. In the sequel, Xt, Yt, and ZT, with or without primes, denote separable, continuous, decomposable processes on T. For simplicity we take P= [0, 1 ] and {<?n(T)} denotes a sequence of partitions of P ordered by refinement with max{tn.k -tn.k-i\ 1 =£ = &"}->0 as «->». Adding some partitions to the sequence if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that the wth partition divides P into exactly « increments. Unless otherwise stated, all limits will be along {(Pn(T)}. The truncation of a random variable at 6>0 will be denoted by X™ = XIUX\si). and will be denoted simply (at, ^i). The law of the process over T will be denoted by (aT, ^Fr).
For the reader who is unfamiliar with this formalism we may remark that for a decomposable process, neglecting a null set of sample functions, the sample functions are bounded, have right and left limits at every point, and the discontinuities are jumps. Furthermore, in any time interval [0, /), the number of jumps of the sample function whose magnitude lies in (-», x) for x<0 or (x, ») for x>0 is finite and Poisson distributed.
Letting P((x) denote the expected number of jumps in time interval [0, /) whose magnitude is <x<0 and -P¡(x) denote the expected number of jumps ^x>0, we have *•(*) = f 7-7-7 dL,(y), x<0,
Finally, ^(04-) -^(0 -) =a2 is the variance of the normal part of the process, and a¡ corresponds to a sure function or "drift" on P.
Our assumptions imply that at is a continuous function of /. In addition we assume at is of bounded variation on T in what follows. All summations will be for k=l, 2, • ■ ■ , n, unless otherwise stated. Lemma 1. The sum T"= 2~2wnkX"k is uniformly bounded in probability for all partitions of T and constants w"k with \ w"k\ == 1, i.e., for arbitrary e>0, there is a constant 6, depending only on t such that P[\ Tn\ >6t] <e.
Proof. Let Xt have law (aT, ^t), and let ±6 be continuity points of i(x). Define YT by Proof. The proof is divided into three parts. 1. Let XT and X'T he independent, identically distributed processes with symmetric distributions.
Recall the definition of Jb.t in Lemma 1, introduce the curtailed process X¡=Xt -Jb,t, in the same way define X¡" = X't-J'bl, and set Qb,n -2-1 (Xnk) , Rb.n -2-i %nkXn
and Qn = Qx,n and £" = £",». For ft>0 fixed, we will show that {Qb.n} and {£(,,"} are reversed martingale sequences. For {Qb.n] this may be established by observing that for some k, Qb.n -Qb,n+i = 2Xn+1¿Xn+lít+1, and that the «r-field determined by Qb.n-n, Qb,n+i, • • • is contained in the a-field, (B, determined by Xi, t = tn+i,k, and by | A? -X)>\, t, t'=tn+i,k. Since this tr-field places a symmetric condition on the symmetrically distributed process on Then by part 1 above, Rn-»0 a.s. and, by Lemma 3, £-X\>*(^rit-Y'nt)-»0 a.s. and ]C-^nfc-^n*~>0 a.s. Also, by part 1 above 2~2(Xnk~X'n/)2 converges a.s., and thus we obtain that ]C-^ü*+ 2~l^'n\ converges a.s. By Lemma 4, 2~L^-nt converges to (some) S. It remains to determine the random variable S.
3. Let ±e be continuity points of ^h, set 5,,"= X(^i*)2> Sn = Sx,n and observe that S" = Qn. Since almost all sample functions have only a finite number of jumps {Jt} in P in absolute magnitude greater than e>0 and none equal to + e, and since right and left limits exist, it follows that a.s. The proof is completed by letting e | 0.
